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I. INTRODUCTION:

Waste heat is heat, which is generated in a process by way of

fuel combustion or chemical reaction, heat removed from

thermal system by heat exchanger and then “dumped” into

the environment even though it could still be reused for

some useful and economic purpose. The essential quality

of heat is not the amount but rather its “value”. The

strategy of how to recover this heat depends in part on the

temperature of the waste heat gases and the economics

involved.

Use of waste heat recovery is an important

technique of reducing total energy costs in energy system

design. Attachments need to be developed to recover waste

heat energy from air conditioning or refrigeration systems.

If the heat recovery system is designed optimally and

implemented in residential and small-scale commercial

systems, the cumulative benefits would be significant

Households need both refrigeration and water

heating. Refrigeration at temperatures below 4°C is

employed for food preservation, while hot water at

temperatures around 55°C is used for bathing and

showering. But it is common for refrigeration and water

heating to be separated and unconnected, each consuming

their own purchased energy.

A more efficient use of this electrical energy would be to

integrate the refrigeration and hot water systems.

This would reduce the electrical power consumed by

heating water, by making use of the heat rejected by

refrigerators.

A home’s single largest electricity expense is water heating,

which typically accounts for about 40% of their electricity

usage. The total energy consumption by geysers will continue

to increase as the population grows. As electricity demand

increases, the adverse environmental effects and the

economic costs associated with electricity generation

will also increase.

Waste Heat Recovery from Domestic

Refrigerator

by Mr. Mustafa Saifi



The vapour compression refrigeration cycle is a common method for transferring heat from a low temperature to a high

temperature.

The figure shows the objectives of refrigerators and heat pumps. The purpose of a refrigerator is the removal of heat, called the

cooling load, from a low-temperature medium. The purpose of a heat pump is the transfer of heat to a high-temperature medium,

called the heating load. When we are interested in the heat energy removed from a low-temperature space, the device is called a

refrigerator. When we are interested in the heat energy supplied to the high-temperature space, the device is called a heat pump.

In general, the term heat pump is used to describe the cycle as heat energy is removed from the low-temperature space and

rejected to the high-temperature space.

Both refrigerators and heat pumps move heat from a cold thermal reservoir to a warm thermal reservoir. The objective of

refrigerators is to remove heat from a cold space whereas the objective of heat pumps is to put heat into a warm space. Both heat

pumps and refrigerators use the same thermodynamic cycle and principles.

When a household refrigerator is operating, it rejects heat into the environment at the condenser and in warm climates that heat

is usually wasted. In this paper, the feasibility of a new system which used the rejected heat at the condenser of the refrigerator to

heat water in the geyser was investigated. Thus, a combined refrigerator/heat exchanger and geyser resulted in a single machine

which maintained a certain physical space at cold temperature for storage of food and used the heat rejected by the refrigeration

part for water heating.



The figure shows that a vapour compression cycle was used with the evaporator in the refrigerator and condenser in the heat

exchanger which was connected to the geyser. Cold and low pressure refrigerant gas entered the compressor where its

pressure (and temperature) increased. After the compressor, it then passed through the condenser where it gave up heat

at approximately constant pressure to the water in the geyser so that the refrigerant’s temperature decreased sufficiently for

it to condense into a sub cooled liquid.

After leaving the condenser it went through an expansion valve (which may be a capillary tube). The decrease in pressure in the

expansion process caused the refrigerant to turn back into a mixture of liquid and vapour but at a much lower temperature. Then it

went to the evaporator where it absorbed heat at approximately constant pressure from the food in the refrigerator.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Clark et al.1996, describe the design, construction, and testing of an integrated heat recovery system which has been

designed both to enhance the performance of a residential refrigerator and simultaneously to provide

preheated water for an electric hot water heater. A commercial, indirect-heated hot water tank was retrofitted with suitable tubing

to permit it to serve as water cooled condenser for a residential refrigerator. This condenser operates

in parallel with the air-cooled condenser tubing of the refrigerator so that either one or the other is active when the refrigerator is

running. The refrigerator was housed in a controlled-environment chamber, and it was instrumented

so that its performance could be monitored carefully in conjunction with the water pre-heating system.



The system has been tested under a variety of hot water usage protocols, and the resulting data set has provided significant

insight into issues associated with commercial implementation of the concept. For the case of no water usage, the system was

able to provide a 35 “C temperature rise in the storage tank after about 100 hours of continuous operation, with no

detectable deterioration of the refrigerator performance. Preliminary tests with simulations of “high water usage,” “low water

usage,’’ and “family water usage” indicate a possible 18-20% energy savings for hot water over a long period of operation.

Although the economic viability for such a system in a residential environment would appear to be sub-marginal, the

potential for such a system associated with commercial-scale refrigeration clearly warrants further study, particularly for

climates for which air conditioning heat rejection is highly seasonal

.
Stinson et al.1987, conducted research in dairy refrigeration by recovering the heat from condenser. A theoretical energy balance

was conducted, from which the potential for recovery of refrigeration condenser heat was estimated to be up to 60% of the

water heating energy requirements. Preliminary tests with heat exchangers led to the development and testing of a tube-in-tube,

counter flow heat exchanger, with fins on the refrigerant side and cores on the water side to improve the heat transfer

characteristics. The exchanger, designed to provide 300 1 of water at 60°C from a 2.25 kW refrigeration system which cooled 2100

1 of milk per day, had a surface area on the refrigerant side of 0.84, and an overall thermal conductance of 750 W m-2 C-1.

It was inserted between the compressor and the condenser of the refrigeration plant and tested with two condensing

systems (air and water), together with varying conditions of condenser pressure and milk temperatures at inlet

and final cooling. In addition, tests on the receiver pressure and suction superheat were performed to determine their

effect on the overall system performance. Increasing the condenser pressure from

6.5 bar to 12 bar increased cooling times. In extreme circumstances the system failed to comply with the New Zealand milk

cooling regulations. The average coefficient of performance (C.O.P.) of the refrigerator (with the heat exchanger in the circuit)

decreased with increasing pressure, varying from 3.0 to 2.3 over this range of pressures for the water cooled condenser system.

Values for the air cooled condenser system were 0.3 to 0.4 lower due to fan power consumption.

Sanmati Mirji 2006, presented a multipurpose warming apparatus utilizing the waste heat of domestic refrigerator.

The multipurpose apparatus was constructed as an additional part of the refrigerator. It used the waste heat generated by the

refrigerator and has several possible household uses like food warming, domestic fermentation purposes such as curd making,

fermentation for Indian food. The maximum temperature of the chamber got as high as 50ºC and the average temperature

was around 40 ºC. The main advantage of the invention was to keep cooked food warm for a sufficiently long duration before

consumption as well as warming the food removed from the refrigerator before consumption. It makes use of the waste heat

generated by the domestic refrigerator and does not need any additional power supply.

Mills 1986, investigated several methods of heat recovery as applied to a residence. One of the more interesting approaches

involved the reclamation of heat from water after it has been utilized. Waste water is collected in a 454 litre holding tank, which

also contains the evaporator for a 1.2 kW water-to-water heat pump. When the water temperature in the holding tank rises above

a certain point, the heat pump is activated, transferring heat from the holding tank to the condenser which is mounted inside a 272

litre fresh hot water storage tank. An experimental prototype of this system was constructed and tested using a water usage

pattern that was derived from an accepted standard hot water delivery schedule. The tests indicated that an energy savings of

up to 60% over a typical 272 litre electric hot water heater was possible.



INTRODUCTION:

The ability to plan and execute a repair schedule is extremely

important in capital intensive industries.

Unscheduled downtime is a bit like experiencing a major

disaster’ all hell breaks loose’. Therefore the

condition monitoring is important to detecting the fault

in industrial machines.Condition monitoring is the

measurement of various parameters related to the

mechanical condition of the machinery, which

makes it possible to determine whether the

machinery is in good or bad mechanical condition. If

the mechanical condition is bad, then condition

monitoring makes it possible to determine the cause of the

problem.Condition monitoring is used in

conjunction with predictive maintenance, i.e.,

maintenance of machinery based on an indication

that a problem is about to occur. In many plants

predictive maintenance is replacing run-to-

breakdown maintenance and preventive maintenance (in

which mechanical parts are replaced periodically

at fixed time intervals regardless of the machinery’s

mechanical condition).

TYPES OF CONDITION MONITORING SYSTEMS:

Condition monitoring systems are of two types:

periodic and permanent. In a periodic monitoring system

also called an off-line condition monitoring system,

machinery vibration is measured or recorded and later

analysed at selected time intervals in the field; then an

analysis is made either in the field or in the laboratory.

Advanced analysis techniques usually are required for fault

diagnosis and trend analysis.

Intermittent monitoring provides information at a

very early stage about incipient failure and usually is

used where (1) very early warning of faults is required,

(2) advanced diagnostics are required,

(3) measurements must be made at many locations on a

machine, and (4) machines are complex. In a permanent

monitoring system also called an on-line condition

monitoring system, machinery vibration is measured

continuously at selected points of the machine and is

constantly compared with acceptable levels of

vibration. The principal function of a permanent

condition monitoring system is to protect one or more

machines by providing a warning that the machine is

operating improperly and/or to shut the machine

down when a preset safety limit is exceeded, thereby

avoiding catastrophic failure and destruction. The

measurement system may be permanent (as in parallel

acquisition systems where one transducer and one

measurement chain are used for each measurement

point), or it may be quasi-permanent (as in multiplexed

systems where one transducer is used for each

measurement point but the rest of the measurement

chain is shared between a few points with a

multiplexing interval of a few seconds). In a permanent

monitoring system, transducers are mounted

permanently at each selected measurement point. For this

reason, such a system can be very costly, so it is usually

used only in critical applications where: (1) no personnel

are available to perform measurements such as offshore,

remote pumping stations, etc., (2) it is necessary to stop

the machine before a breakdown occurs in order to

avoid a catastrophic accident, (3) an instantaneous fault

may occur that requires machine shutdown, and (4)

explosive, toxic, or high-temperature environment does not

permit the human involvement required by intermittent

measurements. Before a permanent monitoring system is

selected, preliminary measurements should be made

periodically over a period of time to become acquainted

with the vibration characteristics of the machine.

Signature Analysis as a Tool for

Vibration Measurement

by Mr. Shailendra Bhati



SIGNATURE ANALYSIS:

Fault detection of mechanical equipment based on

vibration analysis consists in determine the relation

between measured signals and fault model signals. Faults

model signals are generated by simulation based on

a-priori knowledge about mechanical dynamic

behaviour of the process. If changes in these signals are

related to faults in the mechanical equipment, a

signature analysis procedure will be a further source of

information. About machine vibration, sensors are

used to detect for instance, imbalance and bearing

faults. The extraction of fault-relevant signal

characteristics can in many cases be restricted to the

amplitudes or amplitude densities within a certain

bandwidth of the signal.

In order to acquire some knowledge about

qualitative aspects of faults, more information can be

extracted by comparing the spectrum of vibration

frequencies with a pattern of the faulty process.

Resulting coincidences between measured signals and

signal model of faulty process or faulty pattern spectrum

are considered as deterministic faults.

VIBRATION SIGNATURE ANALYSIS:

The word signature has been coined to designate signal patterns

which characterize the state or condition of a system from

which they are acquired. Signatures are extensively used as

a diagnostic tool for mechanical system. In many cases,some

kind of signal processing is undertaken on those signals in

order to enhance or extract specific features of such vibration

signatures. It is very important to consider the type and

range of transducers used as pickup for capturing

vibration signal. Signature-based diagnostic makes extensive

use of signal processing techniques involving one or more

methods to deal with the problem of improvement in the

signal to noise ratio.Vibration-based monitoring techniques

have been widely used for detection and diagnosis of bearing

defects for several decades. These methods have traditionally

been applied, separately in time and frequency domains. A

time-domain analysis focuses principally on statistical

characteristics of vibration signal such as peak level, standard

deviation, skewness, kurtosis, and crest factor. A

frequency domain approach uses Fourier methods to

transform the time-domain signal to the frequency domain,

where further analysis is carried out, and conventionally using

vibration amplitude and power spectra.



TOOLS FOR SIGNATURE ANALYSIS:

ISO – 10816

ISO 10816-1 is the basic document which describes the general requirements for evaluating the vibration of various

machine types when the vibration measurements are made on non – rotating parts. This part of ISO 10816 provides specific

guidance for assessing the severity of vibration measured on bearings, bearing pedestals or housing of industrial

machines.

MEASUREMENT QUANTITY

For the purposes of this part of ISO 10816, the following can be used:

(a)Vibration displacement, measured in micrometres;

(b)Vibration velocity, measured in millimetres per second;

(c)Vibration acceleration, measured in metres per square second.

VIBRATION MAGNITUDE

It is common practice, based on experience, when evaluating broad – band vibration of rotating machinery to consider

the r.m.s value of vibration velocity, since thiscan be related to the vibration energy. However, other quantities such as

displacement or acceleration and peak values instead of r.m.s values may be preferred. In this case, alternative criteria are

required which are not necessarily simply related to criteria based on r.m.s values.

MEASURING POSITIONS

To define the vibrational behaviour at each measuring position, it is necessary to take measurements at three mutually

perpendicular directions. The requirement for operational monitoring is usually met by performing one or both

measurements in the radial direction (i.e. normally in the horizontal transverse and / or vertical directions). These can

be supplemented by a measurement by a measurement of axial dynamic force are transmitted.



Automotive

The automotive industry has undergone profound changes in

recent years. Cars need to be more fuel-efficient and

environmentally friendly. Traditional combustion engines are

being replaced by fuel cells, batteries, opposed-piston

technologies or electric traction motors. Innovations come at a

high cost, while customers always want the latest

innovations at the lowest price.

Innovations require lots of testing using expensive

prototypes and equipment. This is where mechanical

simulation comes into its own by providing efficient ways to

simulate any automotive part or system with a lower overall

cost and less time.

Simulation provides an efficient platform for both

simulation analysts and designers in one interface,

improving the communication between the teams and

allowing designers to perform simple simulations upward in the

automobile design process. Also provides all types of high end

analysis (linear, nonlinear and dynamic) in the same work

environment, eliminating the tedious task of platform

changing for specific analysis (Crash, Impact, Fluid dynamics…)

Vehicle door stiffness analysis

Introduction
Door assembly is a very important part in vehicle design

because its frequent interaction with outside world

Designers faces so many different problems during the vehicle

door design such as weight, cost, excessive reinforcement,

water leakage, and etc.FEA analysis can help designers to reduce

lead time as well as cost of design and meet various design goals.

This article introduces two common analysis types

performed on vehicle doors Simulation software: Door

vertical stiffness analysis and door shell stiffness analysis

Door vertical stiffness analysis

To perform door vertical stiffness analysis, 3 principle issues

need to be considered: Firstly, indentify deflection between door

and vehicle body due to door’s weight.

Secondly, indentify total deformation and permanent

deformation due to excessive vertical load applied to the door by

careless user.

Simulations
by Mr. Madhur Kumar Dubey



Thirdly, perform vertical load at door latch when

door hinge is restrained. By considering these

issues, a finite element model is generated as above

picture. Above analysis is performed by Simulation

Software linear static analysis. From the result we can

see displacement and stress distribution. By

observing stress at hinge part we can indentify if

inner panel is damaged.

Look at the graphic above. At first the deflection is quite

small due to door’s self weight. However this deflection

become larger when excessive vertical load is

applied. Check the elasticity restoration when load

is removed and make sure permanent deformation

Door shell stiffness analysis

Now we’ll discuss door shell stiffness analysis. 2 major issues in

door shell stiffness analysis are:

Firstly, stiffness needs to reach a certain level because of the high

frequency of contact with the outside of the door shell. Secondly, check

the deformed shape and permanent deformations due to user's

behavior such as kicking the door.

Above analysis is performed by midas NFX linear static

analysis. Picture shows door shell’s deformation when force is

applied to the middle of the car door. And through the load -

displacement curve, we can identify the stiffness of the car door

shell



The boxfish has a sleek design. The contours of his

body allow him to swim up to six body lengths per

second. The boxfish’s surprisingly streamlined form

inspired Mercedes-Benz’s bionic concept car which is

able to perform as high as 70 miles per gallon.

Mercedes-Benz decided to model the Bionic after

this fish due to the supposed low coefficient of drag of

its body shape and the rigidity of its exoskeleton; this

influenced the car's unusual looks. Other parts of the

design include the fact that the rear wheels are partially

fitted with plastic and that it's considered as a

lightweight vehicle. Mercedes-Benz reported a drag

coefficient of 0.19;[2] for comparison, the

production vehicle with the lowest ever Cd value was

the GM EV1, at 0.195. While the Bionic had a much

larger internal volume than the EV1, the Bionic's

larger frontal area made the EV1 more aerodynamic

overall, as drag is a product of the area and the drag

coefficient. What do you think? Did the energy-

efficient boxfish come about by chance? Or was it

designed?

The thorny devil lizard When threatened, the reptile

splays its legs wide, lowers its head menacingly

and arches its spike-covered back like a tank ready for

war. Oddly, the reptile assumes much the same posture

during summer rains.

Thorny devil lizard of the arid Australian desert is able

to convey water through its body to its mouth. All

this creature needs to do is find some moist sand, and

the moisture will be wicked up the lizard’s leg and will

make its way to its mouth. Scientists hope to make a

thorny-devil-inspired device that will help people

collect lifesaving water in the desert. The reptile draws

the water

—by capillary action—through hair-thin channels

between scales on its body that extend all the way to its

mouth. The creature does not have to move, just

swallow. Horned lizards use their water-

channeling hide to suck moisture right out of the

sand and, in defiance of gravity, carry water up to their

mouths. What do you think? Did the

moisture-extracting skin of the thorny devil come about

by evolution? Or was it designed?

Was it Designed?
by Ms. Khushboo Sharma



The same principle

applies to butterfly

however, amplify the

behind

wings.

effects

soap bubbles

Their wings, of

iridescence

because they have many more layers for the

light to pass through and thus many more

opportunities for the light waves to reflect and

magnify one another. As small as they are,

butterfly wings are covered by thousands of

microscopic scales, split into two to three layers

-- thus their Greek order name, Lepidoptera,

meaning scaled wings. In turn, each scale has

multiple layers separated by air. Rather than

having just the constructive interference from

the top and bottom layer that you have in a

bubble, the many, equally spaced layers of

butterfly wings create multiple instances of

constructive interference. Iridescence in

butterflies and beetles and anti-reflective

coatings in moth eyes have resulted in studies

that have led to brighter screens for cellular

phones and even an anti-counterfeiting

technique. What do you think? Did the

butterfly’s wing come about by evolution? Or

was it designed?

Flippers on humpback whales (Megaptera

novaeangliae) have non-smooth leading edges, yet

demonstrate superior fluid dynamics to the

characteristically smooth leading edges of our wings,

turbines and other kinds of blades.

Whereas sheets of water flowing over smooth

flippers break up into myriad turbulent vortices

as they cross the flipper, sheets of water

passing between a humpback’s tubercles

maintain even channels of fast-moving water,

allowing humpbacks to keep their “grip” on the water

at sharper angles and turn tighter corners, even

at low speeds. Wind tunnel tests of model humpback

flippers with and without leading-edge tubercles

have demonstrated the fluid dynamic improvements

tubercles make, such as a staggering 32% reduction

in drag, 8% improvement in lift, and a 40%

increase in angle of attack over smooth flippers

before stalling. What do you think? Did the flipper

of the humpback whale come about by evolution? Or

was it designed?





Advanced Composite Materials came in to

existence to modify the existing materials in

a way that it will enhance the physical and

chemical properties of the material.

ACMs are necessary in aircraft

manufacturing since ACMs are light weight,

more strong then conventional materials

such as aluminium and fiberglass.

The aerospace industry

manufacturers' unrelenting

enhance the performance of

and the

passion to

commercial

and military aircraft is constantly driving

the development of improved high

performance structural materials.

Composite materials are one such class of

materials that play a significant role in

current and future aerospace components.

Composite materials are particularly

attractive to aviation and aerospace

applications because of their exceptional

strength- and stiffness-to-density ratios and

superior physical properties.

Composite materials in aviation came into

existence about 60 years ago when boron-

reinforced epoxy composite was used for

the skins of the empennages of the U.S. F14

and F15 fighters. Although it was only 2% and

was used in secondary structures but as

development improved its use in primary

structures such as fuselage and wings has

increased widely.

For example – The Airbus A350 XWB (Extra

Wide Body) is the first aircraft whose

primary structures (wings and fuselage) are

completely made out of carbon-fibre-

reinforced polymer. A350 consists of 53%

composites, 19% Al/Al-Li, 14% titanium, 6%

steel, and 8% miscellaneous.

Advanced Composite

Materials in Aircrafts

HIMANSHU GIRI

(IV SEM)



Not only has this structure improved the

aircraft’s performance (weight), but also

its maintenance and repair procedures. It

has been designed to fulfil in-service

requirements with benefits such as

increased resistance to accidental ground

service impacts, simplified damage

assessment processes and proven repair

solutions.

Advantage

s they can

be shapes

then

of using composite is that

formed into more complex

their metallic counterparts,

weight reduction, formability, better

corrosion resistance and good resistance

to fatigue.

The B2 stealth bomber requires a radar-

absorbing material to be added to the

exterior of the aircraft with a concomitant

weight penalty.

Composite materials are therefore used in

the primary structure to offset this

penalty.

The strength and stiffness of a composite

buildup depends on the orientation

sequence of the plies. The practical range of

strength and stiffness of carbon fiber

extends from values as low as those

provided by fiberglass to as high as those

provided by titanium. This range of values is

determined by the orientation of the plies

to the applied load. Proper selection of ply

orientation in advanced composite materials

is necessary to provide a structurally

efficient design. The part might require

0° plies to react to axial loads, ±45° plies

to react to shear loads, and 90° plies to

react to side loads.

Because the strength design requirements are

a function of the applied load

direction, ply orientation and ply

sequence have to be correct. It is critical

during a repair to replace each damaged

ply with a ply of the same material and ply

orientation. This is makes carbon fiber

quasi-isotropic in nature.



There are a lot of renewable energy resources

sources which are used to obtain energy such as the

solar energy obtained by placing solar panels, wind

energy obtained by placing windmills on fields so that

by wind energy it will give rise to rotation of blades and

producing electricity further.

Similarly this new technique has been coming into

practice to the coastal areas where the turbine blades

which are used for the wind energy purpose are

placed underwater near the coastal areas. Because

the coastal area receives the high and low tides due

to the gravitational effect by sun and moon and the

rotation of earth.

Ocean currents have the tendency to produce more

currents as oceans are more dense than air(they are 832

times more dense than air ),due to which it applies

greater force on turbines .

Tidal energy can be produced by many technologies, the

major ones are:

1)Tidal barrages

2)Tidal fences

3)Tidal turbines.

Hence tidal has one very distinct benefit it is virtually
100 predictable as unlike windmills which are

criticized for spoiling the views on land. With

underwater turbines you cannot hear it or see it and

hence they are very environmentally beloved and

does not produce any noise.

Tidal Barrages Tidal fances Underwater Turbines

by Vidhanshu Dixit (IV SEM)

Underwater Turbine



Internal combustion engine with 2 and 4 strokes,

switching during its operaton. The proposed

improvements to conventional four-stroke internal

combustion engine (ICE) accelerate its gas exchange and allow

switching the ICE (especially Diesel) from four- stroke to

two-stroke regime during engine operation.

Scavenging in four-stroke and two-stroke mode of

operation is fulfilled through the same inlet and exhaust valves.

The engine with proposed improvements is capable of

doubling the engine output power and of holding it up for a

certain period (time depends on a type of the engine) without

overheating. This feature allows increasing the vehicle power-

to-weight ratio when it is necessary in accordance with the

changing vehicle operation and road

conditions.

Eligible areas of activity for the proposed innovations are:

(1) combat tank diesel engines, (2) combat vehicle and

heavy army truck diesel engines, (3) heavy truck diesel

engines, (4) special purpose vehicles diesel

(emergency vehicles, fire trucks and others),

engines in electrical generator sets.

engines

and (5)

The essence of the innovation is to improve gas exchange during

the two-stroke mode of engine operation. Four- stroke gas

exchange is performed like in ordinary four-

stroke diesel engine.

1.Working cylinder
2. Piston
3. Exhaust Passage
4. Exhaust Valve
5. Inlet Passages
6. Inlet Valve

Two-stroke gas exchange is performed through the inlet and

exhaust valve unlike scavenging ports in conventional two-stroke

diesel engine.Inlet valves 6 are located on of the cylinder

head; exhaust valve 4 is along the cylinder axle or with a

small offset. The fresh air, preliminary compressed in the

engine turbocharger and additionally compressed and cooled in

the supercharger with inter- cooler, is supplied into the

working cylinder 1 through tangential inlet passages 5 placed at

a certain angle to the cylinder head surface. Then the fresh air

starts swirling as a dense bed along cylinder walls and

displacing to its center and wrings exhaust gases from the

cylinder walls to its axle. When the fresh air stream reaches the

bottom of piston 2 it turns and expels exhaust gases,

concentrated along the cylinder axle, through exhaust valve 4

into the exhaust passage 3.

To lower residual gases ratio and to cool hot surfaces,

cylinder scavenging, accompanied by the discharge of some

amount of fresh air charge into the exhaust system, is performed.

Phases of gas exchange are typical of two- stroke conventional IC

engines. Supercharger of any appropriate type with inter-

cooler is complemented to conventional IC engine, the

arrangement of both the inlet valves and exhaust valve on the

cylinder head as well as the valve-operating system are

changed in order to provide a four-stroke and a two-stroke

engine mode of operation.

IC Engine with 2-stroke/4-stroke

switching during its operation
by Ayush Kumar (IV SEM)



The fuel pump is selected and adjusted to provide fuel

supply in correspondence with the number of working

strokes.

Unlike the conventional two-stroke IC engine (especially

two-stroke Diesel engine), there are no scavenging

ports in the proposed design and no losses of burnt oil

through them. It provides the same harmful emission as the
emission in conventional diesel engines.

Fields of implementation of the innovation in details

1. Combat tanks

Average characteristics of modern combat tanks: a vehicle

with the weight ~60 tons; max speed 72 km/h; and

acceleration 0-36 km/h for 6 sec. These travel parameters are

provided by 1,500 hp power plant, which is either a diesel

engine or a gas turbine

. The inconsistency of a tank power plant is that the

maximum power is required only for a short time of a combat

tank life span – mainly during a combat or occasionally in

other cases, while usually tank uses only 700-800 hp for a

plain moving its weight at a constant speed and favorable

moving conditions. The proposed innovation provides:

- The use of a suitable 1,000-1,500 hp diesel engine

produced by any diesel engine manufacturers as a

prototype for the power plant of a prospective combat tank. The

engine prototype with proposed improvements produces

2,000-3,000 hp for a short time and doubles its

power-to-weight ratio during a combat operation;

-The avoidance of designing the entirely new two-stroke diesel

engine from scratch;

-Design a combat tank with the highest power-to-weight ratio and

dominant maneuverability;

-The possibility of installing an additional fuel tanks inboard to

increase the vehicle range without refueling

2. Trucks

It is possible to use the proposed improvements for civilian truck

diesel engines. There is large market for the trucks with the

“boosted” diesel engines like in Latin America, China, India and

Southeast Asia (except Japan) countries. The truck with “boosted” 

diesel engine gains the ability to reach the given speed 1.7 times

faster than with the conventional one. This feature is mostly useful

when the truck outstrips the up-front vehicle on a counter traffic

lane as well as overcomes the rise without switching the gear and

slowing down vehicle speed.

The technology background includes:
1.Patents applications (both PPA and FPA) ready for

submission

2.System to compute main characteristics of a targeted engine

after its modification.

3.Different Solid Works models of designs, Solid Works

COSMOSFIoWorks results, etc.

Special purpose vehical Tank Military truck



The ‘Kardashev scale’ was developed as a way of measuring

a civilization’s technological advancement based upon how

much usable energy it has at its disposal. Many leading

researchers believe that as the population grows and

expands outwards its energy requirements will increase

dramatically, what with the requirements of its various

technological machines. Originally, the scale was created to

classify Extraterrestral Civilizations in the event of contact

and compare their technological advancement to that of

humans and hence some very extreme criterias were defined

for each type of civilization. As of now we aren't even a Type

I Civilization.

HISTORY:
The Kardashev was created by a Russian astrophysicist

known as Nicolai Kardashev

In 1964, Kardashev came up with the idea that the status of a

culture, as a whole, depends on two primary things: Energy

and technology. He theorized that a civilization’s technical

advancement runs parallel to the amount of energy that the

civilization is able to harness and manipulate. Essentially, the

more energy that a society can produce, the more

technologically advanced they are (this was originally just

tied to energy available for communications, but has since

been expanded).

In other words, according to this theory, a culture’s

development (in the very widest sense) is a product of

energy and of technology: Through technology, energy is

harnessed, and as social systems are expressions of this

technology, the status of a culture rests upon (and is

determined by) the amount of energy that is harnessed.

The scale has a number of different categories. In recent

years, scientists have expanded this scale to measure

hypothetical civilizations—civilizations that are galactic,

intergalactic, and even multiverse in nature.

The discovery of Nuclear Power and space exploration,

especially the moon landing of 1969 are huge milestones

that stand as a testimony to humanity's advancement in

technology. Yet

we remain at the bottom of the Kardashev Scale.

The Kardashev Scale

by Harsh Khatri (VI SEM)



•Type 0- Subglobal Culture: This civilization extracts its energy and raw-materials from crude organic-based sources such as

wood, coal, and oil. Any rockets utilized by such a civilization would necessarily depend on chemical propulsion. Since such travel

is very slow, a civilization at this level would be (for the most part) confined to its home planet. Unfortunately, this is where

humanity stands now.

•Type I- Planetary Culture: This civilization would be capable of utilizing all available resources on their home planet, skillfully

harnessing the energy output of an entire world (10^16 watts). With any luck, we will reach this stage in 100-200 years if we are

able avoid catastrophic man-made or natural disasters. Large scale use of nuclear power and renewable sources of energy such as

solar and hydroelectric power will be the primary sources of energy used by this civilization. Use of Anitmatter to produce energy

might also be possible.

•Type II- Stellar Culture: This civilization would be far more advanced than we are (a few thousand years beyond our stage of

evolution). Such a society would be able to harnesses all the energy of its star (in our case, about 10^26 watts). For example, this

culture might resemble the Federation of Planets, as seen on Star Trek; or the civilization might be like a majority of the

humanoids in the Mass Effect universe. This civilization would use the same means of energy production as that of a Type I

Civilization but on a much larger scale. The construction of Dyson Spheres around a star to collect all or most of its radiated

energy would be possible for this civilization

•Type III- Galactic Culture: This civilization would be able to harnesses the energy output of a galaxy (about 10 billion times the

energy output of a Type II civilization, and about 100,000 to 1 million years more advanced than we are). They would have

colonized the galaxy itself, extracting energy from hundreds of billions of stars, traveling across interstellar space, and populating

innumerable worlds. Such civilizations would have mastered interstellar travel and might use the same methods to produce

energy as that of a Type II Civilization but applied to a number of galaxies which would greatly increase output. They will also

most likely be able to generate energy from Black Holes and White Holes and also from Quasar emissions.

Energy consumption of Type I, II & III Civilizations



•Type IV- Universal Culture: This civilization would be an intergalactic culture, spanning the breadth and width of the

Universe. They would travel across the cosmos, commanding the power of a billion trillion suns. These societies would be

capable of attempting projects of gargantuan, superhuman proportions, such as changing the structure of space-time or the

deliberate slowing of entropy (or even its reversal) to achieve ultimate immortality. For humanity, such accomplishments might

be forever beyond our reach.

•Type V- Multiverse Culture: This civilization will have transcended their universe of origin. It would be capable of universe-

scale manipulation (jumping between multiverses that contain varied forms of matter, physics, and space-time). A civilization

such as this would be home to beings of unimaginable power and ability.

Carl Sagan suggested defining intermediate values (not considered in Kardashev's original scale) by interpolating and

extrapolating the values given above for types I (10^16 W), II (10^26 W) and III (10^36 W), which would produce the

formula:

where value K is a civilization's Kardashev rating and P is the power it uses, in watts.

An artist's rendering of a Dyson Sphere constructed around a star to harness its energy.

A feat possible for a Type II Civilization



Pollution by aviation is one of the major causes of global

temperature increase and Ocean acidification caused by the

release of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases into

the upper part of Earth’s atmosphere. Globally around 8.3

million people fly daily, twice the total in 1999, burning

almost 500,000 metric tons per day. With no much

advancement in the alternate fuel research currently same

old gasoline is being used causing ever increasing pollution,

and many in industry believe the pathway to cleaner jets is

through advances in engine technology rather than cleaner

fuel.

That’s the main idea behind tomorrow’s aircrafts with

engines that are much lighter, quiter, durable and more

energy efficient than the conventional turbofan engines

used today in commercial airliners today. Pratt & Whitney

is an aerospace manufacturer which has introduced a new

series of engines called ‘Pure Power’ which uses an internal

gearbox to slowdown the speed of the fan. The technology

effectively saves 16% on fuel consumption compared to the

airliners with conventional engines. Meanwhile CFM

International aviation mogul which is a joint venture

between GE Aviation and Safron Aircraft Engines has

introduced its own advanced engine, called the ‘Leap’,

which could achieve similar improvements without a huge

break from existing technology. Both new engines have

been deployed on different versions of Airbus’s new jet the

A320neo.

Pratt & Whitney first attempted to build a geared

turbofan starting around 1998 with PW800. Soon

afterwards Advanced Technology Fan Integrator (ATFI)

project commenced using the engine PW308 at the core

but along with a new gear box and a single stage fan.

It had it’s first run on March 16, 2001. This led to the geared

Turbofan program which was developed with German MTU

Aero Engines. In addition to Turbofan, initial design included

variable area fan nozzle which allows improvements in

propulsive efficiency across a range of flight. GTF was then

renamed as PW1000G, the first in new line of “PurePower” 

engines.

In the PurePower 1000G engine family, a state of the art gear

system separates the engine fan from the low Pressure

compressor and turbine, allowing each of the modules to

operate at their optimum speeds. This enables the fan to rotate

slower and while the low pressure compressor and turbine

operate at high speed, increasing engine efficiency and

delivering significantly lower fuel consumption, emissions and

noise. This increased efficiency also translates to fewer engine

stages and parts for lower weight and reduced maintenance

costs. This high-bypass geared turbo fan engine is 16% more

fuel efficient as well as being up to 75% quieter. It has a 3:1

gearbox between the fan and the low pressure spool, each

spinning at its optimal speed of 4000-5000 rpm for the fan and

12,000-15,000 rpm for spool, the high pressure spool is

spinning at more than 20,000 rpm. The 30,000 hp gearbox is

designed to run lifelong with no scheduled maintenance other

than changing oil.

Ultra Efficient Jet Engines

by Abhinav Gupta



CFM International introduced their LEAP engine intended to

compete with Pratt & Whitney PW1000 engine. This engine

basically makes use of advanced material composites and

different cool air mixing cycles modulating the amount of air

flow to the internal passages inside its high pressure turbine to

keep the temperature under control. The fan used in the

engine has flexible blades manufactured by a resin transfer

molding process, which are deigned to untwist as the fans

rotational speed increases.

Currently proposed for the LEAP is a greater use of composite

materials, a turbine fan in the compressor, a second generation

Twin annular Pre Swirl combustor that cuts the nitrous oxide

emissions in half, and a bypass ratio around 10:1. The

company is using ceramic matrix composite to build the

turbine shrouds.

CFM developed a new carbon-fiber blade whose design

involves weaving individual carbon-fiber strands on gigantic

Jacquard looms into a complex, three dimensional laminate

and infusing epoxy resin into the structure by means of a

proprietary transfer molding technique. .

Each individual blade consists of 7 kilometers of carbon-

fiber and after being cured in autoclave the finished blade

is strong enough that an entire Airbus A350 could be

suspended fromit without the blade breaking

CFM uses a ceramic composite matrix (CMC) material

consisting of silicon carbide-and-graphite matrix. Each

shroud is a ring of 36 tightly fitting white colored CMC parts

forming a ring round he inside of the HTP casing outside the

circumference of the first HTP rotating stage. Combining all

the material advantages these engines are saving fuel by

almost 15%.

To sum up these new technologies competing each other

for the ultra-high efficiencies has made it possible to look

into future jet engines or at least bridge the gap between

todays and tomorrows engines providing a durable, low

maintenance, highly efficient, cleaner, less noisy and

advanced engine indicating a reliable future of aircraft

industry.



ABSTRACT: The Tesla turbine is a non-conventional bladeless turbine which works on the principle of boundary layer. It consists

of a number of parallel discs fixed on a shaft with gaps between the discs. The fluid is made to flow tangential to the discs inside a

casing. Momentum is transferred from the fluid to the discs due to viscous and adhesive forces.

INTRODUCTION Turbomachines are machines which convert fluid energy into rotational motion. Tesla turbine, also called as

Prandtl turbine and boundary layer turbine, is a nonconventional turbomachine which operates on the principle of boundary layer.

It does not use friction for its working, instead it uses adhesion and viscosity for its functioning. Energy is transferred from fluid to

the rotor by dragging discs mounted on the shaft due to boundary layer effect. Fluid flows tangentially towards the discs, follows a

spiral path towards the center and exits axially.

The fluid loses its kinetic energy to the discs, thus causing the rotation of rotor. Both compressible and incompressible fluids can be

used. The manufacturing of Tesla turbine is much easier compared to the conventional turbines. Also, the turbine is unaffected by

the quality of the fluid, thus can be used with fluids containing particulates. A tesla turbine is a reversible turbomachine therefore it

can be used as pump. In a pump

configuration, the fluid enters axially near the center. The discs provide energy to the fluid, following a spiral path and thereby

exiting from the periphery.

Tesla Turbines
by Rakhi Kumari (VIII SEM)



CONSTRUCTION AND WORKING: The Tesla turbine consists of a number of discs mounted parallel to each other on a shaft.

Nozzles are located at the periphery of cylindrical casing and tangential to the shaft, pointing toward the inside. The discs are

separated by thin gaps for the fluid to pass through it. Exhaust ports are located near the center of the turbine.

Fluid enters tangentially into the turbine from the periphery. It is made to enter the gap between the discs. The moving fluid drags

the discs in the direction of the flow. Due to this there is a transfer of kinetic energy from the fluid to the discs. This transferred

energy causes the discs to rotate with the shaft. The fluid thus slows down as it moves towards the centre in a spiral path exiting

from the exhaust ports.

FACTORS AFFECTING PERFORMANCE: Performance of tesla turbine is affected by various parameters. Few of them are:

•Number of discs: The number of discs can be increased to increase the torque obtained.

•Dimension of the discs: The inner and outer radius determine the length of the spiral path followed by the fluid. The more the area

of the discs the longer path will be travelled by the fluid.

•Size of the gaps between the discs: The thickness of the gap should be equal to twice the boundary layer thickness.

•Number of nozzles: The torque obtained will be increased if the number of nozzles are increased.

•Reynolds number: The laminar boundary layer thickness depends upon the Reynolds number.

•Velocity of the flow: The velocity of the fluid causes the kinetic energy which is transferred in the turbine.

APPLICATIONS: Tesla turbine was designed to use fluids as motive agents to rotate the rotors. It is found to be 
useful in low power applications but lacks in performance in high power applications. Many experiments have 
conducted using tesla turbines for various applications such as steam turbines, turbo for automobiles. One of the 
most important applications of Tesla turbine is that it can be used where the working fluid contains particulates such 
as salt water or impure water. It also has applications when working with low and high viscous fluids. Though Tesla 
turbine has not been successful in finding commercial utilization since its inception, Tesla pump on the other hand 
has been widely used in applications which require pumping abrasive fluids such as industrial waste etc. Tesla pumps 
for blood transfusion have become widespread.

CONCLUSION: The tesla turbine is a nonconventional promising technology that is yet to be fully researched and 
optimized. More applications are yet to be studied and developed. Complete optimization of tesla turbine 
performance is beyond the scope of this paper.



Hydrogen is one of the most abundant and promising fuel source available

in the air.it is lighter then air and incredibly pure.when used in the fuel

cell it is highly efficient and leaves no carbon emission behind.And best of

air it is virtually everywhere.it is found everywhere in the plants,

water,manure etc.

But the Problem arises before it can be used it has to be separated.

There are a lot of ways to produce hydrogen:-

I.Steam reforming:

Steamreforming of methane Is the most common method for the hydrogen

production. It combines methane with the high temperature steam to

trigger a recation and separate the hydrogen. At high temperatures (700 –

1100 °C) and in the presence of a metal-based catalyst (nickel), steam

reacts with methane to yield carbon monoxide and hydrogen.

CH4 + H2O ⇌ CO + 3 H2

II.Gasification:

Gasification is a process that converts organic or fossil fuel based

carbonaceous materials into carbon monoxide, hydrogen and carbon

dioxide. This is achieved by reacting the material at high temperatures

(>700 °C), without combustion, with a controlled amount of oxygen

and/or steam.

III.Electrolysis:

Hydrogen can also be produced by separating water into its two primary

elements—hydrogen (H2) and oxygen (O2). This process, known as

electrolysis, passes an electrical current through the water to extract

hydrogen. The electricity can be sourced from clean, renewable energy

such as wind, solar, or hydro.

2 NaCl + 2 H2O → 2 NaOH + H2 + Cl2

by Aditya Singh (VI SEM)

Hydrogen : Future's Fuel



FCV concept (using hydrogen):

One such FCV (Fuel Cell Vehicle) concept car is Toyota mirai. The

unveiled FCV concept was a bright blue sedan shaped like a drop

of water "to emphasize that water is the only substance that

hydrogen-powered cars emit from their tailpipes. The FCV uses

Toyota's proprietary, small, light-weight fuel cell stack and two 70

MPa high-pressure hydrogen tanks placed beneath the specially

designed body. The Toyota FCV concept can accommodate up to

four occupants.

The FCV concept also uses portions of Toyota's Hybrid Synergy

Drive technology including the electric motor, power control unit

and other parts and components from its hybrid vehicles to

improve reliability and minimize cost. [18] The hybrid technology

is also used to work together with the fuel cell. At low speeds such

as city driving, the FCV runs just like any all-electric car by using

the energy stored in its battery, which is charged through

regenerative braking. At higher speeds, the hydrogen fuel cell

alone powers the electric motor. When more power is needed, for

example during sudden acceleration, the battery supports the fuel

cell system as both work together to provide propulsion

High-pressure hydrogen tanks

The Mirai has two hydrogen tanks with a three-layer

structure made of carbon fiber-reinforced plastic consisting

of nylon 6 from Ube Industries and other materials.

The tanks store hydrogen at 70 MPa (10,000 psi). The

tanks have a combined weight 87.5 kg (193 lb) and 5 kg

capacity.

Safety features:

1.multi-patented, carbon-fiber-wrapped, polymer- lined

tanks are built in a three-layer structure and absorb five

times the crash energy of steel.

2.In a high-speed collision, sensors stop the flow of

hydrogen.

3.Any leaked hydrogen is quickly dispersed. Since the gas

is lighter than air, it rapidly disperses, reducing the time

window to cause damage in the event of an ignition.

Thus with the help of scientific studies and curious minds

if we can create and store this hydrogen easily then it

would be revolution in the field of technology. As we

would get efficient and pollution free energy for the

future. Thus encouraging the concept of sustainable

development.
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